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DANIEL MACALLAIR

C_J 0470-01 JUVENILE JUSTICE SPRING 2018 DANIEL MACALLAIR

Completed evaluations: 28

Overall Score

The instructor was open to a variety of

points of view.

- AVG.=1.42

DEV.=0.64

- AVG.=1.45

DEV.=0.65

Responses

1 2
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SF State University
Questions

+

2 3

Question

The instructor defined the course

objectives, learning activities,

requirements and grading policies clearly

in the syllabus.

The course was organized in a way that

helped my learning.

The instructor created experiences that

stimulated my learning.

The instructor provided helpful and timely

feedback on my performance and

progress throughout the semester.
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i445
67.9% 28.6% 3.57% 0.00% 0.00%

1

Responses

1. Professor explains well all class materials and topics towards what
we discuss on that day during class

2. Positive teaching qualities his motivation and knowledge on the

subject of Juvenile Justice.

His lectures are very thorough and informative.
n/a

Very good instructor. Clear ideas and GREAT information.
very knowledgable and understanding
Teaching through slides and bringing out his experience to the
class.

8. Very knowledgable.

9. Instructor was very passionate about his topics showed
enthusiasm and was very hopeful for the future of the CJ system

10. Used personnel experience for examples of some of the things in
juvenile justice

11. Course is well taught well explained
12.

13. loved hearing the teachers different experiences that he has had
throughout his career.

14. Professor Macallair is experienced in this topic that he would
incorporate his experiences into the lectures.

15. Very enthusiastic

16. Easy class and really interesting
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For item 1 .6, please rate the overall

effectiveness of your instructor on a scale

ranging from the most positive response

(highly effective) to the least positive
response (ineffective). When I consider

the contribution to my learning, this
instructor’s teaching was:

College of Health and
Social Sciences Questions

2

N=28

AVG1 .36
MD=1 .00
DEV.=0.56

5

Question

Please comment on

positive teaching qualities

of this instructor:

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
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17. I loved that our professor already had background in criminal

justice and working with the juveniles justice system hands on so

he was able to share a lot of insight based off of what he

experienced.

18. The teacher was very good in explaining every single detail in the

class. Teacher always was available to listen students concern.

What constructive 1. There is nothing i would add or suggest in Daniels class

suggestions would you 2. Engage more with the students during lecture.

give to the instructor about 3. None

this class? 4. n/a

5. just better with getting back to students via email.

6. N/A

7. Make power points more helpful when studying for test.

8. Probably have more activities between students

9. N/A

10

11. Maybe having more class time for us to talk with out peers.

12. Please create study guides for future classes so they know which

topic they need to focus on.

13. none great class

14. i think the class is simple and straight to the point I don’t have any

constructive criticism to give. I enjoyed the class exactly how it

was

15. I will suggest the teacher to give homework to help students

leaning and help them to obtain a better grade.

PACE Questions
1 2 3 4 5

+ I I - AVG.=1.41

_____________________________________

DEV.=0.64

Question Responses

The instructor effectively used 50.0% 28.6% 17.9% 3.57% 0.00% N28
I • a I I I AvG.=1.75

assignments to enhance I I
MD=1.50

learning.

________________________

DEV.=o.89

1 2 3 4 5

The instructor has command of N28
AVG.=1.46

the subject. FvD=100

DEV.=0.74
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Showed a strong interest in the
subject matter.

The instructor is able to express

ideas clearly.

The instructor welcomed
questions.

The course encouraged critical

thinking about the course topics

and material.

The instructor motivated me to
learn more about the subject.

The course contributed
significantly to my knowledge of
the subject.

The course was taught
effectively.

Overall, I would recommend this

instructor to other students.
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Overall, have you been satisfied

with this course? Why or why

not?

1. Yes. Because he teaches well and explains topics well done
and gives good examples.

2. Yes i was satisfied with this course it meet the Standards
thought it should and I took away a lot from this course.

3. Yes very satisfied with this course he explains the history of
te juvenile justice system and the changes it has been
through to the present day.

4. n/a

5. Definitely I have been satisfied completely with this course.
He had the most concrete information to teach us and was
very engaging. I would recommend his class to anyone.

6. yes because i learned a lot about juvenile Justice systems
7. Overall yes I have been satisfied with this course but

something the professor could improve on is to try to make
the class to engage more and make it more interesting.

8. I’ve been satisfied with this course because it has opened
my eyes even more to the harsh policies/realities of the JJ
system

9. Instructor was enthusiastic about topic which made it better
to learn for students

10. Yes he came to class ready to teach and engage with the
class.

11.

12. I was satisfied with this course because it had a lot of
interesting information being presented.

13. Overall I am neutral because I took the course because of
my criminal justice major and I need it more units but I
learned about the issue within the juvenile justice system.

14. yes it was a fun course to learn from
15. Yes I have lectures are interesting
16. yes The fact that he elaborated heavily on every subject that

was given to us through his slides was very helpful.
17. I am very satisfied with this class because I learned so

much.

What have been the most
significant ideas, concepts, or

skills that you have gained from
this course?

1. The ideas that are more significant tp me are to help out the
youth in different matters and not just only on what the
system tries to do

2. Significant concepts that I took away include the
development of juvenile minds and and the effectiveness of
strict punishment.
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3. The changes the juvenile justice system has made
throughout history.

4. n/a

5. The juvenile justice as it was when it first started.
6. the idea of painting youth as criminals for certain offenses

that should not be as punitive due to the fact that they may
have been influenced by their enviornment or age etc.

7. I have

8. Learning the reasons why juveniles go through the justice
system and also finding ways on how society can intervene.

9. I’ve learned how the JJ system exists to “rehabilitate” our
troubled youth but it fails to do so

10. The juvenile justice system and how it can about
11

12. The most significant skills that I acquired in this class was
being able to help others.

13. Knowledge about the juvenile justice system. How the JJS
started.

14. learning about youth correctional systems
15. I really like watching the in class videos he had the class

watched as it helped me gain a broader perspective of the
topic we were focusing on.

16. I learned a lot about the law they go against or a favor to
youth whenever they committee a crime.

Any additional comments? 1. no

2. n/a

3. n/a

4. no

5. N/A

6. None
7.

8. N/a

9. nope

10. no

11. The teacher was wonderful and very caring with the
students. He was always providing goo information in class.

How did this course contribute

to your understanding of public
administration/criminal justice
studies/environmental
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studies/urban studies and 1. Same as answer 3.12. It gives me a better understanding on

planning? how the outside world would be more different and complex

towards this course. theretor he prepared us with his
knowledge and personal experience how to work in a better

and smart way

2. It contributed in the way it showed the disparity of treatment

and resource allocation of low risk to high risk youth

offenders.

3. n/a

4. Made me understand where the ii system stemmed from

and how peoples ideas have conformed to the idea of

rehabilitation instead of incarceration.

5. it allowed me to see the world through the eyes of people in

the criminal justice system

6. I have understood new material that i can use in my future

working with Law Enforcement.

7. I gained more knowledge of how the juvenile justice system
works.

8. This course has helped me immensely in trying to
understand how the JJ system works

9. It was interesting to learn what the course is about
especially for those who are going into the field.

10.

11. Knowledge about the juvenile justice system. How the JJS
started. Same answer for Q3.12

12. taught me about youth correctional systems and the

problems youth face

13. This course really did make an impact on my understanding
of criminal justice I was never really educated on the

Juvenile justice system or how it worked so this class was

really helpful in breaking everything down for me and I am
now more comfortable to share my knowledge with others.

14. Criminal Justices is my minor. I learned so much from this
class which it help me to understand the youth in my

society.
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C_J 0460-07 COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS AND SENTENCING
SPRING 2018 DANIEL MACALLAIR

Completed evaluations: 34

Overall Score

For item 1 .6, please rate the overall
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4

AVG.=1.41
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Responses

The instructor defined the course
objectives, learning activities,

requirements and grading policies clearly

in the syllabus.
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effectiveness of your instructor on a scale

ranging from the most positive response

(highly effective) to the least positive

response (ineffective). When I consider

the contribution to my learning, this
instructor’s teaching was:

College of Health and
Social Sciences Questions

Question Responses

Please

comment on
positive

teaching

qualities of this
instructor:

1. On time helpful and always there for every student

2. He knows plenty about the criminal justice system and is very understanding

in terms of student needs.

3. Gives goodexamples

4. The instructor makes easy to engage with the material and be able to

comprehend the subject matter through various points; opened to our ideas
and our opinions on the subject.

5. Please have an Learn page open

6. Expressed dedication enthusiasm interest expertise and good lectures.
7. He knows exactly what he is talking about and its better to have someone like

him teaching because he doesn’t care who isn’t paying attention he will just
teach no matter what it is.

8. you know your material. i loved that we were able to take a field trip as a class.
i like how you are more about rehabilitation than anything else. i believe in that
also. you give us very detailed slides and talk about each slide extensively, its
super helpful that you do that.

9. he is one of the best teachers
10. Utilizing slides through out the lecture.

11 . Geffing to hear of stories Macallair had regarding topics that we were learning
about made me stay intrigued in the lessons.

12. Instructor was very informed about his topics was always prepared to teach
provided enough time between tests

Good heart could tell that he was passionate about the subject and wanted to
impart as much knowledge as possible onto his students

material was easy to understand.

Very informative on the material.

Professor Maclair is very responsive to emails and always let us know ahead
of time if class had to be cancelled or if he needed to reschedule something.
Very affentive and answers all questions in class.

70.6% 20.6% 5.88% 0.00% 2.94% —

I ‘j
AVG.=1 .44

MD=1 .00
DEV=0.86

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
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18. Willing to hear everyones opinions and different view points which he

articulated intelligent answers

What 1. None he’s great

constructive 2. I would like to see this course not be so much lecturing but more activity.

suggestions 3. none

would you give 4. I think that for the benefit of the class it would be ideal to do a review session

to the or provide a study guide for students to have a clear understanding of what to

instructor expect for the exams.

about this 5. Communicating with students via iLearn

class? 6. Give harmless quizzes to let students know if they are grasping the concepts.
It can be good practice for the exams.

7. Start using iLearn or at least let us know what are grades on in the class and
please help us when it comes to tests and quizzes a study guide wouldnt hurt
at all!

8. answer emails pleasef: and if you were to do more hands on field trips that

would be amazing. i think young adults who are starting to enter the criminal
justice field need help on getting their foot through that door. it could be
volunteer at your organization. or even start something new within your
organization... theres nothing better than combining experience with young
21st century students.

9. none

10. Have this course available at a more convenient times.

11. Possibly have activities for students so they can interact with each other more
12.

13. Maybe manage the time better we had 2 tests back to back and I felt
extremely unprepared - notes wise - for one of them.

14. Test format

15. Updating the class notes more often.

16. None

PACE Questions
1 2 3 4 5

+ I - AVG -1 .35

_______________________________________

DEV.=O.67

Question Responses

The instructor effectively used N34
AVG.=1 .59

assignments to enhance learning. E=ioo
DEV=O.92
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The instructor has command of
the subject.

Showed a strong interest in the
subject matter.

The instructor is able to express

ideas clearly.

The instructor welcomed
questions.

The course encouraged critical

thinking about the course topics
and material.

The instructor motivated me to

learn more about the subject.

The course contributed
significantly to my knowledge of

the subject.

The course was taught effectively.
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75.0% 18.8% 3.13% 0.00% 3.13%

> 1+1
CD —

—
- —

1 2 3 4 5

Overall, have you been satisfied
with this course? Why or why

not?

What have been the most
significant ideas, concepts, or

skills that you have gained from

this course?

1. Yes because he has so much info for all his students he

makes me want to go to class

2. Yes i have been satisfied with this course.

3. yes informative course

4. yes because I was able to expand my understanding of the

criminal justice system when it comes to correction

facilities and process that individuals must undergo to

obtain probation or attempt to earn parole instead of doing

jail time.

5. No there was poor communication

6. Yes am satisfied the things taught are useful.

7. yes i was able to get all the info i needed.

8. Yes. I have learned a lot about probation how jails and

prisons started. etc

9. yes

10. Yes
11. Yes this class is well organized and interesting and I very

much enjoy his style of teaching.

12. I was satisfied with this course because I learned about this

country’s prison system.

13. Yes I have been satisfied with this course because now I’ve

learned more about these issues

14.

15. Yep good material passionate instructor
16. I have been satisfied. because the class was easy to

understand

17. I have leatso much.
18. Most definitely. The professor is very knowledgeable in this

field and it shows through his work.
19. Yes wonderful professor

1. Everything! He goes above and beyond for us all and is

always suggesting new ideas and concepts to us

2. I learned a lot about certain books and their meaning.

3. learning about the forms of community corrections and

their evolution

Overall, I would recommend this

instructor to other students.
DC’,

5)0
CD
ca

N=32

AVG =1.38
MD=1 .00

DEV=0.83
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4. I honestly have not learned mcuh through this course

5. I gained more perspective on how incarceration was

throughout history.

6. I gained motivation in this class. I also learned that most

people deserve a few chances before they get their life on

track. you even talked about sexual predators (the most

uncomfortable topic to talk about) and made me

understand a few things that my heart was closed off to.

7. Learning about the creation on the probation system

8. I have gained knowledge as to how the prison system used

its sentencing.

9. The most significant skills I’ve developed from this course

is how to critically assess any CJ/JJ case before jumping

to any conclusions

10.

11. The impact and importance sentencing has on the

community and on the criminals themselves

12. i learned alot

13. This course has prepared me for my career.

14. There are a lot of issues in our society and we many people

need assistance that caters to their needs. Institutions

won’t change if we’re not open to change or attempting to

reform them.

1. No

2. No

3. Great teacher and great class.

4. none

5. This course along with having Macallair as a teacher has

sparked my interest in working in the field of probation.

6.

7. None

8. great teacher!

9. None

1. I’m ready to get into my field and start working because of

everything I’ve learned from him

2. I learned a good amount about the criminal justice system

because we learned about criminal offenders.

3. It helped me better understand different programs that act

as a form of community correction

4. I did not

Any additional comments?

How did this course contribute to

your understanding of public

administration/criminal justice

studies/environ mental

studies/urban studies and

planning?
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5. I learned about how special needs offenders are perceived

and handled through the criminal justice system.

6. Makes me want to do more than just get my bachelors

degree.

7. This course helped me to understand how important it is to

have a prison system for public safety.

8. Aside from the important skill I’ve listed aboveA I have also

learned how to process the harsh realities the CJ system

exposes

9

10. Through effective teaching and through visiting the places

of interest (such as Delancey Street)

11. It helped me learn the background of probation and parole

12. Very informative

13. There are a lot of issues in our society and we many people

need assistance that caters to their needs. Institutions

won’t change if we’re not open to change or attempting to

reform them.
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C_J 0480-01 CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONS SYSTEM SPRING
2078 DANIEL MACALLAIR

Completed evaluations: 33

Overall Score

+ I—

SF State University
Questions

- AVG.=1 .37
DEV.=0.68

Question Responses

The instructor defined the course
objectives, learning activities,

requirements and grading policies clearly
in the syllabus. -3=4--J-

For item 1.6, please rate the overall N=33

3

AVG.=1 .32
DEV.=0.65

2

+ I— I ‘

>

75.8% 21.2% 3.03% 0.00% 0,00%

72.7% 21.2% 3.03% 3.03% 0.00%

72.7% 24.2% 0.00% 3.03% 0.00%

.

The course was organized in a way that
helped my learning.

The instructor created experiences that
stimulated my learning.

The instructor provided helpful and timely
feedback on my performance and
progress throughout the semester.

The instructor was open to a variety of
points of view.
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MD1 .00

DEV.=0.52
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AVG.=1 .36
MD=1 .00

DE’=0.70

N=33
AVG.1 .33

M=1 .00
DEV0.65

N=32
AVG.1 .47

MD=1 .00
DEV.=0.88

N=33

AVG.1.33
MD=1 .00
DEV.=0.60

71 15.6% 6.25% 6.25% 0.00%
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Please comment on positive 1. Always on time gets straight to the point and always helpful
teaching qualities of this 2. He always knew what he was teaching about and was open to
instructor: questions.

3. Material was very interesting.

4. Very knowledgeable about the topic and passionate about
issues.

5. I enjoyed his lectures because he was easy to listen to. I
learned a lot about how CA prisons came to be.

6. MacAllair is a very straightforward professor. He is well-
organized and is clearly very passionate about the subject.

7. He has a passion for his subject

8. He uses easy to follow slides. He interacts with his students to
get them to grasp class topics.

9. Open minded great energy different forms of teaching which
was great.

10. He knows what hes teaching and is a great at teaching us.
11. He is very informative! I learned a lot of information but taking

his class once a week.

12. Prof. Macallair is definitely knowledgeable about the CA prison
system and I do truly appreciate the enthusiasm he brings to

class everyday.

slides are good just let us see them longer

Easy quizzes and easy lectures

He is well informed on the topic and is able to teach the class in

an effective manner

17. The Professor is extremely knowledgeable regarding this topic

and it shows overtime we are in class. I appreciate how kind
and resourceful he is.

CD

CD

69.7% 21.2% 6.06% 3.03% 0.00% —

D
CD

CD.oII
CD

2 3 4 5

effectiveness of your instructor on a scale

ranging from the most positive response

(highly effective) to the least positive

response (ineffective). When I consider

the contribution to my learning, this

instructor’s teaching was:

College of Health and
Social Sciences Questions

Question Responses

AVG.=1 .42

MP1.00
DEV.=0.75

N/A13.

14.

15.

16.
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18. I enjoyed the various documentaries the instructor showed us in

class because it furthered my understanding of the

materials/topics being taught.

What constructive 1. I encourage people to take him because he is a great professor

suggestions would you give and knows what he’s doing

to the instructor about this 2. Nothing.

class? 3. More group discussions

4. n/a

5. more movies or other visual aids

6. Keep it up :-)
7. None really just keep us more engaged

8. Slides sometimes are skimmed through. Maybe slow down for

those who are taking notes especially since the slides are not

accessible after class.

9. N/A

10. Could have given us homework assingments so we can have

points within our grade not just the midterms because some

students do have a hard time within their midterms.

11. I would proablt suggest assignments probably essays. I do not

like how his class is only based on 3 tests.

12. N/A

13. It is very difficult to focus when there are no breaks in a 3 hour

long class

14. Nothing great class

15. Honestly I wouldn’t change a thing about this class or the

Professor. I felt that it was an extremely positive learning

environment.

16. Nothing.

PACE Questions
— - 4

-

+ I I - AVf=1.29

___________________________________

DEV.=0.63

Question

________

DC,,
(n
0)0
(0 D

(0<

1 2 3 5

The instructor effectively used

assignments to enhance

learning.

Responses

69.7% 18.2% 6.06% 3.03% 3.03%

U !i’’444
N=33
AVG.=1 .52

MD=1 .00
DEV.=0.97
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.A.

1

81.8% 15.2% 3.03% 0.00% 0.00%

1

The instructor has command
of the subject.

Showed a strong interest in
the subject matter.

The instructor is able to

express ideas clearly.

The instructor welcomed

questions.

The course encouraged

critical thinking about the

course topics and material.

The instructor motivated me to
learn more about the subject.

The course contributed

significantly to my knowledge

of the subject.

The course was taught

effectively.

Overall, I would recommend
this instructor to other
students.
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Overall, have you been
satisfied with this course?
Why or why not?

What have been the most

significant ideas, concepts, or

skills that you have gained
from this course?

1. Yes I have a great understanding of criminal justice and I’ve

taken him four times now

2. Yes he was a great teacher. I learned a lot.

3. Yes because it was a very interesting class

4. Yes I got the education that was put forth at the beginning of
the semester without any bumps on the road.

5. Yes I think he satisfied the course requirement by explaining
the past and how it relates to prisons today.

6. Yes MacAllair is a very smart man and manages to teach a lot
of material in the time he has

7. Yes i have been

8. Yes. The course was very interesting and I learned a lot about

the California Prison System.

9. I have I learned a lot of information I wasn’t aware of before
and I enjoyed taking his class.

10. Yes and no. I wish our grade was not just based on the
midterms could have given us assigmnets for us to do.

11. A bit. I’m a bad exam taker so I probably did bad on the tests. I
was satisfied with the information but not with the
assignments.

12. No
13. I was satisfied with this course because I gained more

knowledge about how the prisons in this country work.
14. Yes I was able to learn about the California corrections

systems in depth

15. Yes I have. I have learned many things about the Criminal
Justice system that I have never known about. I enjoyed

coming to class.
16. Overall I was very satisfied with this course because the

teacher knew a lot about the topic which made it very
enjoyable to learn from him.

1. He’s changed my views on our system and I’ve actuallt
changed what I want to do because of him. I think working

with juveniles is the best fit for me

2. Well coming into this class I didn’t know much about the
California prison system and now I’m leaving with a lot of

knowledge.

3. I’ve learned so much about the corrections system

4. The prison system in California drastically changed since its
creation.
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5. History of prisons CA prisons policies that effect prison and

political agendas

6. I learned a lot about the California corrections system. Also

learned a lot of history about them.

7. Learning about the different types of prison systems and the

origination of the prison system

8. -The influences of the California Prison System: From the

different kinds of prisons in other states/countries to the

meanings of the striped uniforms inmates wear. -Indeterminate

sentencing vs. Determinate sentencing -How the prison

system effects those not in prison -The Three Strikes Law and

what lead to it -Rehabilitaion

9. I think I learned how to have better studying skills and take

notes that will help me practice and learn the material.
10. How different kind of jials work and what in each one has.
11. Prisons especially San Quentin. I did not know anything about

SQ or the location till this class and I’m glad because I didn’t

even know I was passing by the prison till this class. The

different gangs relations as well. I knew some information
before taking this class till I fully understood why things
happen from this course.

12. N/A

13. I have learned about how important it is to have a prison

system.
14. The history of the California corrections system

15. I loved learning about the begins of the prison industrial
complex and how it was brought to the United States.

16. The most significant concepts I learned from this course was
about California’s prison system which I didn’t really have
knowledge about before.

Any additional comments? 1. No.

2. n/a

3. Great professor

4. none

5. This class was very fascinating.

6. N/A

7. NA

8. Nope!

9. N/A

10. No
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11. Professor is amazing! Would love to take a class with him

again.

12. Very enjoyable teacher.

How did this course contribute

to your understanding of
public administration/criminal

justice studies/environmental
studies/urban studies and

planning?

1. I have a better understanding of my field!

2. I learned know the California prison system has been working

for years.

3. Helped me towards my future career

4. I will seek further education about the field of criminal justice

and possible alternatives for the prison system.

5. Learned a lot about not only prisons but also what factors

contribute to the behaviors of convicts. Also learned about

prison gangs the parole system and some politics

6. I wants to get into the field of Law and this is where most

criminals go

7. Taking this course made me see the prison system from a
different angle. I know more about CA history and how it plays

a huge role in the formation of San Quentin and Folsom as well

as the contributions this prison system has on others.

8. I was able to have a much more open mind in the California

corrections system. I am now more understanding of what is

really going on in jail and how there are a lot of areas in which it

needs improvement.

9. There’s people who work in jails and they arent just police

officers but work within the public adminstration.

10. This course explained how the justice can not be served. A lot

of people in the system get mistreated and some are there for

no reason. A lot of jails are now based on the babies that are

being born now and that’s crazy!
N/A

I was able to learn more about California’s prison system and

how it works.

13. I was able to learn about the history of corrections and how the

political climate has an effect of incarceration rates

14. This course contributed to my understanding because it

provided more context regarding why our current criminal

justice system is the way that it is.

15. I learned very in depth about California’s prison system which I

think contributes a lot to my understanding of criminal justice

studies since I know how the system became to what it is

today.

11.

12.
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C_J 0475-01 INTERVENTION POLICIES IN JUVENILE JUSTICE
SPRING 2018 DANIEL MACALLAIR

Completed evaluations: 36

Overall Score

For item 1 .6, please rate the overall N=36

2 4
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2
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4
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- AVG.=1.54
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The instructor defined the course
objectives, learning activities,
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helped my learning.
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points of view.

The instructor was open to a variety of
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effectiveness of your instructor on a scale

ranging from the most positive response

(highly effective) to the least positive

response (ineffective). When I consider

the contribution to my learning, this

instructor’s teaching was:

College of Health and
Social Sciences Questions

Question Responses

Please

comment on

positive

teaching

qualities of

this

instructor:

1. On time helpful and has so much info on all topics

2. Professor Macallair was very energetic when he was teaching that made a

difference in the class.

3. Very passionate & detailed

4. Very passionate in the topic open to questions and very thorough

5. Professor Macallair clearly has a lot of knowledge and expertise in the realm of

juvenile justice. He provided a lot of interesting insights over the course of the

semester. He showed us pictures of juvenile prisoners in the 1 800s as well as

pictures of institutions. The pictures coupled with the words really enhanced my

learning. He welcomed questions and always answered them effectively. Overall

I would say that he was a very effective and motivated teacher.

6. passionate about the juvenile justice system

7. He knows his history very well and answers questions in a careful manner

8. Teacher was always nice and listening to student concern.

9. Very good at lecturing. Made it visual almost

10. provided course outline answered any and all questions knew the information

very well and provided the notes online in case anybody may have missed

something

11. His lectures are clear and concise and elaborates on the power point slides to

make it all come together.

12. N/a

13. The instructor explains his lecture on point for all of his students to have better

understanding.

14. he is one of the best teachers

15. The slides/ notes we take in class make every lesson very clear and easy to go

back to and understand what we learned. Also very thoughtful to have all slides

online!

16. Some of his positive qualities are that he goes into depth about the subject he is

very passionate about what he teaches

17. Very enthusiastic about the subject.

66.7% 22.2% 8.33% 2.78% 0.00%

I %4..4 I
AVG.1.47
MD=1 .00
DEV=o.77

CD

CD
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CD
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18. He would pause to ask it we had questions and elaborate on topics that weren’t

understood

19. Passionate about the subject.

20. Professor Macallair’s passion for teaching about juvenile justice is noticeable

with the energy that he teaches. He is very organized and knowledgable. He has

a very good sense of humor and makes class very interesting.

21. Well prepared lecture materials compassionate with the subject

22. teacher is very passionate about the topic.

23. Professor has a lot of knowledge in the subjects that he teaches which makes

the class much more interesting.

24. He has a great passion for the subject and had relevant slides that pertained to

every topic he was discussing.

25. Very descriptive on important topics has slides accessible online and fair tests.

26. Very knowledgeable on the topic and gives very good information.

27. He is VERY knowledgeable on this topic. There weren’t many questions he

couldn’t answer.

What 1. None he’s great

constructive 2. I keep up with the readings because follow the syllabus but I don’t think he

suggestions mentions a lot the readings. Other class mates were asking about the readings

would you and they didn’t know about the readings.

give to the 3. Only lectured based & tests it would be great to have interactive activities in

instructor class& with other assignments to connect to material

about this 4. Use of ilearn would have been incredibly useful

class? 5. It would probably help with student attention if he took a five minute break

halfway through the lecture. Because we had class for 2+ hours on Thursday

nights it would help it our brains were given a short break in the middle.
6. more group activities to engage the whole class

7. he could be more organized in PowerPoint and he should use ilearn instead of
his website

8. I will suggest the teacher to provide homework to students related to the test to

help students learning and do better on their test or provide a study guide.

9. Nothing good teacher and good guy

10. study guide for exams
11. N/a

12. My suggestions would be it is better to have review session before each time we
have an exam so that would refresh the students memories on what they have

learn in the previous lecture session.

13. Its petty but maybe number the slides

14. For there to be homework and not rely his grades on 3 quizzes and an extra

credit assignment
15. Nothing.
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PACE Questions

16. Give more assignments so the class isn’t based solely on tests

17. Maybe give study guides.

18. Set up a review session before each exam

19. n/a

20. Take 10 minute breaks every class session

21. Mix up the class a little bit.

1 2 3 4 5

+1
I
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critical thinking about the

course topics and material.
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The instructor effectively

used assignments to

enhance learning.

The instructor has

command of the subject.

Showed a strong interest in

the subject matter.

The instructor is able to

express ideas clearly.

The instructor welcomed

questions.
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Overall, have you been
satisfied with this course?
Why or why not?

1. Yes because I’ve never had a bad experience with him he’s a great
professor

2. Yes I would take another class with professor Macallair
3. Yes very interesting & learned so much
4. To an extent. The lectures were constucted very well however

there were no assignments and the website provided was very out
of date.

5. Overall I have been very satisfied with this course. I learned a lot
of interesting and relevant information!

6. yes he taught me a lot about California’s juvenile system and how
things didn’t change as much as we thought

7. I enjoyed this class because the teacher was always available to
answer question and students concern.

8. Yes.
9. yes because I learned new information

10. Great Semester. Thank you.
11. N/a

]
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The instructor motivated

me to learn more about the

subject.

The course contributed

significantly to my
knowledge of the subject.

The course was taught

effectively.

Overall, I would
recommend this instructor
to other students.
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12. I am very satisfied with this course because the course materials
is easy to understand and the instructor is very compassionate
about the subject.

Yes solely based off of the teaching style of Macallair which kept
me interested in every lesson.

15. I have been satisfies I just wish there would be homework
because that gives me a better idea what the lesson was or will be
about

16. Yes.
17. Yes because he taught the subject well and was very enthusiastic

when teaching
18. Yes. I learned new things.

19. I have been satisfied with this course because I learned a lot about
the juvenile justice system and its development for interventions
polices for youth.

20. I am very satisfied with this course due to the instructor
compassionate also he is a expertise in this field.

21. I enjoyed the course because the professor is very involved with
the topic at hand.

22. Yes i am satisfied with this course because the professor made
class interesting which really helped me learn the material.

23. Yes I loved his passion for Juvenile justice and it was great
learning about the foundations of the juvenile justice system
started with reform and rehabilitation methods.

24. I believe so. Professor was fair and understanding. It was definitely
not hard to learn the subject being taught.

25. Yes!

26. It was an efficiently taught class.

What have been the most
significant ideas, concepts,
or skills that you have

gained from this course?

1. Everything! There’s so much info I’ve gained and I love it
2. I would say taking notes from his lectures was a key to pass his

class and the reading. I learned to force myself to take notes and
read every page assigned to read. The fact that the class was
based on exams force me to stay on top of the readings and
lectures.

3. I understand the struggles & progress we’ve had to create the
juvenile justice system we have today

4. Knowledge of juvenile justice

13. yes

14.
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5. Learning about the history of juvenile justice-globally nationally
and with specific regard to California has been very interesting for
me especially in terms of the various reform movements. It puts a
lot of other historical events into context as well.

6. The idea that the government can act as the guardian of
misplaced children and how children need a parent to grow up
properly

7. I learned a lot about the youth rights.

8. In Depth history of Juvenile Justice. The different eras and
“correction Systems’

9. N/a

10. The most significant ideas that I have gained from his course is
learn how to take good and thorough notes.

11. How the juvenile justice reform came to be
12. Knowledge of juvenile justice policy.
13. I have learned about the congregate system and the cottage

system which started the juvenile justice system and the
incarceration of minors which help me understand how it impacts
minors

14. About the youth institutions and how they “changed” over time.
15. I certainly gained a thorough understanding of the past structural

failures of intervention methods within the juvenile justice system. I
can see how modern treatment alternatives can produce a more
effective system to help youth that are part of the criminal justice
system and also to prevent them from recidivism.

16. N/A
17. About how certain juveniles can get in trouble for.
18. Rehabilitation methods for juveniles and rules and regulations for

placement into the system outside of incarceration.
19. Learning how juveniles have been abused
20. I have a better overall knowledge on the history of Juvenile Justice

in California.

Any additional comments? 1. Professor Macallair keep up the energy and maybe as a
suggestion take us to a field trip to juvenile court.

2. N/A

3. on

4. NA

5. Overall I learned so much from the teacher teaching.
6. Good guy and even better teacher
7. None. great class thank you
8. N/a
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9. I would strongly recommend other student to take this course.
10. none

11. no
12. No.

13. N/A
14. none

How did this course 1. I’m ready to start working because of all the CJ classes I’ve taken
contribute to your 2. Before taking this class i did not know nothing about the juvenile
understanding of public system I learned about the history and as to how we are now.
administration/criminal 3. I really didn’t know much about the history of juvenile justice
justice system & now that I’ve taking this class I have a better
studies/environmental understanding that will better assist me when working with youth
studies/urban studies and who are or have been in the juvenile justice system.
planning? 4. More general knowledge on history of juvenile justice

5.NA

6. the major problem of delinquent children had shaped the juvenile
justice system in California and California became the leader
because they dealt with the problem in a modern way.

7. It is always nice to know the history of everything that you study
for. how institutions change since the 1800’s 1900’s 20th century
etc.

8. N/a

9. I have way better understanding of the juvenile justice policy that
had happened in the past.

10. It gave me a glimpse of the history of juvenile justice
11. I learned the history of Juvenile Justice in the United States.
12. It helped me understand more about the history of minor

incarceration and other forms of incarceration of minors through
different systems

13. Contributed on my understand of how the juvenile system is
functioning and if is affective or not

14. This course contributed a lot to my understanding of public
administration of criminal justice because it was very intriguing.
The juvenile system is undergoing new changes to treat youth that
are in custody and it is very important for us students to know of
the historical backgrounds of the system to better understand the
new reforms that have been implemented into the system.

15. N/A

16. The policies and laws that I learned give me a better
understanding of the criminal justice system of how juveniles are
tried.
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17. It gave me an understanding of the foundations of how the

Juvenile Justice system first originated here in San Francisco with

the reform houses and school for girls.

18. A better understanding of our correctional system

END OF REPORT

Academic Technology supports the technical implementation of the Academic Senate policy, It you have

specific questions that are not included on this SETE Information site, please contact: online@sfsu.edu or 415-

405-5555.
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